Abstract. We prove a strong classification result for a certain class of C * -algebras with primitive ideal space N, where N is the one-point compactification of N. This class contains the class of graph C * -algebras with primitive ideal space N. Along the way, we prove a universal coefficient theorem with ideal-related K-theory for C * -algebras over N whose ∞ fiber has torsion-free K-theory.
Introduction
Continuous fields of C * -algebras appear naturally in the theory of C * -algebras since every C * -algebra with a Hausdorff primitive ideal space is isomorphic to a continuous field of C * -algebras with simple fibers (see [18] and [5] ). The problem of classifying these C * -algebras is an important and classical problem in the theory. In general, these algebras are very far from being locally trivial. In a classical paper [11] , Jacques Dixmier and Adrien Douady classified a certain class of continuous fields of C * -algebras over X (continuous trace C * -algebras) by associating to each such C * -algebra an element in the third cohomology group H 3 (X, Z). By [6, Theorem 5.2] , if X is zero-dimensional, then the section algebra of the continuous field of C * -algebras studied by Dixmier and Douady are AF-algebras. Thus, by Elliott's classification of AF-algebras [17] , they are classified by their K 0 -groups.
Since K-theory has proven to be a very successful invariant for classifying C * -algebras, it is natural to ask "to what extent does K-theory classify continuous fields of C * -algebras with simple fibers that are classifiable via K-theory". There has been recent progress in this direction, for example, Marius Dadarlat and Cornel Pasnicu in [10] classified continuous fields of C * -algebras over locally compact, metrizable, zero-dimensional spaces for which the fibers are purely infinite simple C * -algebras. Partial results have also been obtained involving continuous fields of C * -algebras over non-zero dimensional spaces (see [7] , [8] , [4] , and [3] ). In all of the above results, either all the fibers are purely infinite or all the fibers are AF-algebras.
In this paper, we consider the classification of C * -algebras whose primitive ideal space is Hausdorff and fibers are of mixed type. In fact, we consider the classification problem for C * -algebras whose primitive ideal space is N and each fiber is either an AF-algebra or a purely infinite simple C * -algebra. Here N = N ∪ {∞} is the one-point compactification of N. We show that an ordered isomorphism between ideal-related K-theory with coefficients (as defined in [9] ) lifts to an isomorphism between the stabilized C * -algebras. Moreover, if the ∞ fiber has torsion-free K-theory, then ideal-related K-theory with coefficients can be replace by ideal-related K-theory (which in general is a much simpler invariant). This is done by proving a universal coefficient theorem involving ideal-related K-theory for C * -algebras over N whose ∞ fiber has torsion-free K-theory. It was shown in [9] that a universal coefficient theorem involving ideal-related K-theory does not exist in general.
We note that we can not use the results in [13] since the extension 0 → A(N) → A → A(∞) → 0 does not satisfy the property that for every nonzero a ∈ A(∞), the ideal generated by τ (a) in the corona algebra Q(A(N)) is Q(A(N)). Here, τ denotes the Busby map of the above extension. Instead, we prove existence and uniqueness theorems, which together with an intertwining argument give the desired result. One of our motivations for studying this class of C * -algebras is that this class contains the class of graph C * -algebras whose primitive ideal space is N. In fact, it was shown by the first named author in [20] that a graph C * -algebra with a T 1 (in particular Hausdorff) primitive ideal space has a canonical C * -algebra over N structure. In this paper, we classify those for which this structure is tight over N (see Definition 2.1). This paper contributes to the on going program to classify real rank zero graph C * -algebras using ideal-related K-theory. See [14] for an overview of the classification program for graph C * -algebras with finitely many ideals. To the authors knowledge, all known classification results for graph C * -algebras involve graph C * -algebras with finitely many gauge invariant ideals. Thus, Theorem 7.2 is the first classification result for graph C * -algebras with infinitely many gauge-invariant ideals of mixed type.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall the definition of C * -algebras over X and ideal-related K-theory (with coefficients) for C * -algebras over a totally disconnected space X. We also prove several structural properties of C * -algebras over N that will be used throughout the paper.
Throughout the paper, ΣA will denote the suspension C 0 (R) ⊗ A of A and Σ j A is defined recursively Σ(Σ j−1 A)).
2.1. C * -algebras over topological spaces. Let X be a topological space and let O(X) be the set of open subsets of X, partially ordered by set inclusion ⊆. A subset Y of X is called locally closed if Y = U \ V where U, V ∈ O(X) and V ⊆ U . The set of all locally closed subsets of X will be denoted by LC(X). For a C * -algebra A, let I(A) be the set of all closed two-sided ideals of A, partially ordered by ⊆. Definition 2.1. Let A be a C * -algebra. Let Prim(A) denote the primitive ideal space of A, equipped with the usual hull-kernel topology, also called the Jacobson topology.
Let X be a topological space. A C * -algebra over X is a pair (A, ψ) consisting of a C * -algebra A and a continuous map ψ : Prim(A) → X. A C * -algebra over X, (A, ψ), is separable if A is a separable C * -algebra. We say that (A, ψ) is tight if ψ is a homeomorphism.
We will always identify O(Prim(A)) and I(A) using the canonical lattice isomorphism U → p∈Prim(A)\U p. Let (A, ψ) be a C * -algebra over X. Then we get a map ψ * : O(X) → O(Prim(A)) defined by U → {p ∈ Prim(A) : ψ(p) ∈ U }. Using the lattice isomorphism O(Prim(A)) ∼ = I(A), we get a map, which we again denote by ψ * , from O(X) to I(A) by Lemma 2.25] it follows that if X is a sober space (which is no actual restriction on X) then any C * -algebra A together with a map ψ * : O(X) → I(A), which respects arbitrary suprema, finite infima and such that ψ * (∅) = 0, ψ * (X) = A, gives rise to a continuous map φ : Prim(A) → X such that ψ * = φ * . Definition 2.2. Let (A, ψ) be a C * -algebra over X. We say that (A, ψ) is continuous if ψ * respects arbitrary infima, i.e., for any collection of open subsets {U λ } of X, then
Denote this ideal by
where U is the interior of λ U λ .
We should remark, that in the case that X is a locally compact Hausdorff space, a C * -algebra over X is the same as a C 0 (X)-algebra by [ 
. Let C * -alg(X) be the category whose objects are C * -algebras over X and whose morphisms are X-equivariant * -homomorphisms.
For any subspace Y of X, we get a canonical covariant functor i Y :
In particular, if Y = {x} for a point x ∈ X we obtain the functor i x : C * -alg ∼ = C * -alg({x}) → C * -alg(X).
Suppose that X is a sober space. Let A 1
−−→ . . . be an inductive system with each A n a C * -algebra over X and λ k,k+1 an X-equivariant * -homomorphism. We will say that (A k , λ k,k+1 ) is an inductive system of C * -algebras over X. By exactness of the C * -algebra inductive limit functor, the inductive limit A is canonically a C * -algebra over X for which the induced * -homomorphisms ι k : A k → A are X-equivariant.
) and (B k , µ k,k+1 ) be inductive systems of C * -algebras over X and let A and B be the respective inductive limits. Suppose that there are X-equivariant * -homomorphisms φ n : A n → B kn which generate a * -homomorphism φ : A → B. Then φ is X-equivariant.
Proof. Let U ∈ O(X) and a ∈ A(U ), so that we should show that φ(a) ∈ B(U ). Given ǫ > 0 we may, by the X-equivariant structure of A, find an N and an
since both ι k N and φ N are X-equivariant. Thus φ(a) ∈ B(U ).
2.2.
Invariants for C * -algebras over a totally disconnected space. Let P ⊆ N be the set consisting of 0 and all prime powers. The relevance of the set P in the Universal Multicoefficient Theorem is that the groups Z p := Z/pZ for p ∈ P are exactly the indecomposable abelian groups. For non-zero p ∈ P, let I p be the mapping cone of the unital * -homomorphism C → M p (C). For p = 0, we let I 0 := C. It is convenient to denote I p by I 0 p and its suspension ΣI p by I 1 p . Then for a C * -algebra A:
, i = 0, 1. Let us set I := p∈P I p and consider the ring KK * (I, I) with multiplication given by the Kasparov product. The non-unital subring
of KK * (I, I) is called the ring of Böckstein operations. It consists of matrices indexed by P × P with only finitely many non-zero entries λ pq ∈ KK * (I p , I q ). The Kasparov product
induces a natural Λ-module structure on the Z/2 × P-graded group
If A is a separable C * -algebra over a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space X, then K(A) has a natural structure of a module over the ring C(X, Λ) of locally constant functions from X to Λ,m and K * (A) has a natural structure of a Z 2 -graded module over the ring C(X, Z) of locally constant functions from X to Z. This is easily seen by observing that A ∼ = n k=1 A(U k ) naturally for any clopen partition (U k ) n k=1 of X. In the case when we have an evenly graded homomorphism of Z 2 -graded C(X, Z)-modules, we will often abuse notation by just saying that we have a C(X, Z)-homomorphism.
2.3.
Structural properties of C * -algebras over N. Let {A n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of C * -algebras. Set
If {B n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence of C * -algebras and if {φ n : A n → B n } ∞ n=1 is a sequence of * -homomorphisms, then c 0 ({φ n }) will denote the * -homomorphism from c 0 ({A n }) to c 0 ({B n }) induced by {φ n } ∞ n=1 , ℓ ∞ ({φ n }) will denote the * -homomorphism from ℓ ∞ ({A n }) to ℓ ∞ ({B n }) induced by {φ n } ∞ n=1 , and q ∞ ({φ n }) will denote the * -homomorphism from q ∞ ({A n }) to q ∞ ({B n }) induced by {φ n } ∞ n=1 . Let A be a C * -algebra over N. For each n ∈ N, denote the * -homomorphism from A to A(n) by π n . The quotient map from ℓ ∞ ({A(n)}) to q ∞ ({A(n)}) will be denoted ρ A or just ρ.
Lemma 2.5. Let A be a continuous C * -algebra over N, B be a C * -algebra and let ι : B → A(∞) be an injective * -homomorphism. Construct the pullback diagram
Then E is a continuous C * -algebra over N when given the structure
Proof. That E is a C * -algebra over N follows from [9, Lemma 2.24] by observing that
For continuity we check that if U 1 U 2 . . . is a strictly decreasing sequence of open subsets of N, and we let U denote the interior of
Observe that U ⊆ N since the sequence {U n } ∞ n=1 is strictly decreasing, and thus A(U ) ⊆ A(N). Since A is continuous we have that
Since π ∞ (A(U )) = 0 and ι is injective it follows that
Lemma 2.6. Let A be a C * -algebra over N, and consider the commutative diagram with exact rows
where π n : A → A(n) are the canonical epimorphisms, ι is the canonical inclusion and τ A and ι are the unique induced * -homomorphisms. Let τ A denote the Busby map of the top row. Then τ A = ι • τ A . Also, 
This implies that τ A = ι • τ A by a canonical uniqueness argument. Definition 2.7. Let A be a C * -algebra over N. The * -homomorphism τ A in Lemma 2.6, will be called the reduced Busby map of A.
To ease the notation throughout the paper, we will remove the subscript A of all * -homomorphisms in Lemma 2.6 whenever we are working with only one algebra A.
Lemma 2.8. Let A be a C * -algebra over N and let τ : A(∞) → q ∞ ({A(n)}) be the reduced Busby map. Then A is continuous if and only if for any non-zero a ∈ A(∞) and every lift
, there is an ǫ > 0 such that a n < ǫ for only finitely many n ∈ N.
such that a n < 1/m for infinitely many n ∈ N for every m ∈ N. Then we may pick an infinite subsequence {a n k } ∞ k=1 such that lim k→∞ a n k = 0. Let F = {n 1 , n 2 , . . . } and define
U k = N \ F and since F is infinite, the interior of this set, say U , is a subset of N. Identify A with the pullback
A(U k ) and since a = 0 this ideal is not contained in A(N). In particular, this implies that ∞ k=1 A(U k ) = A(U ) and thus A is not continuous.
For the other implication suppose that A is not continuous and let U 1 U 2 . . . be a (strictly decreasing) sequence of open subsets of N such that
n=1 is a lift of τ (a) and a n = 0 for n ∈ N \ ∞ k=1 U k which is an infinite set.
Corollary 2.9. Let A be a continuous C * -algebra over N and let τ : A(∞) → ℓ ∞ ({A(n)}) denote the reduced Busby map. Suppose that p ∈ A(∞) is a non-zero projection and that {q n } ∞ n=1 ∈ ℓ ∞ ({A(n)}) is a projection which lifts τ (a). Then q n = 0 for only finitely many n ∈ N.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 2.8 since each q n is a projection for each n ∈ N and thus has norm 0 or 1.
Corollary 2.10. Let A be a C * -algebra over N such that A(n) is non-zero and simple for all n ∈ N. Then A is a tight C * -algebra over N if and only if A is a continuous C * -algebra over N.
Proof. Since A is a tight C * -algebra over N, we have that the map ψ : Prim(A) → N is a homeomorphism. Hence, ψ is an open map which implies that A is a continuous C * -algebra over N.
Suppose A is a continuous C * -algebra over N. Let I be an ideal of A. Suppose I ⊆ A(N). Since A(n) is simple for all n ∈ N, we have that I = A(U ) for some U ⊆ N. Suppose I is not a subset of A(N). By Lemma 2.8,
is commutative and the rows are exact. Thus, ι is surjective which implies that I = A(U ).
We have just shown that the lattice map O( N) → I(A) is surjective, thus it remains to show that it is injective. Let
Definition 2.11. A C * -algebra A has weak cancellation if any pair of projections p and q in A that generate the same closed ideal I in A and have the same image in K 0 (I) must be Murray-von Neumann equivalent. If M n (A) has weak cancellation for every n, then we say that A has stable weak cancellation.
Note that A has stable weak cancellation if and only if A ⊗ K has weak cancellation. Ara, Moreno, and Pardo in [2] showed that every graph C * -algebra has stable weak cancellation.
It is an open question if every real rank zero C * -algebra has stable weak cancellation. Proposition 2.12. Let A be a C * -algebra over N. If A has real rank zero and A(n) has stable weak cancellation for all n ∈ N, then A has stable weak cancellation.
Proof. Since A(n) has stable weak cancellation for each n ∈ N, then c 0 ({A(n)}) has stable weak cancellation. The proposition now follows from [15, Lemma 3.15] . Lemma 2.13. Let A be a C * -algebra and let I be an ideal of A such that A/I is a finite dimensional C * -algebra. If for every projection p ∈ A the corner pIp has an approximate identity consisting of projections, and every projection in A/I lifts to a projection in A, then there exists a * -homomorphism φ : A/I → A such that π • φ = id A/I , where π : A → A/I is the quotient map.
Consequently, if A is a C * -algebra with an ideal I such that for every projection p ∈ A the corner pIp has an approximate identity consisting of projections, A/I is an AF-algebra, and every projection in A/I lifts to a projection in A, then there exists a sequence of finite dimensional sub-C * -algebras
Proof. The first part of the lemma is proved in the same way as [12, Lemma 9.8] . The following are the key ingredients of the proof: (1) the existence of an approximate identity consisting of projections for pIp for every projection p ∈ A and (2) every projection in A/I lifts to a projection in A.
Suppose A is a C * -algebra with an ideal I such that pIp has an approximate identity consisting of projections for all projections p ∈ A, A/I is an AF-algebra, every projection in A/I lifts to a projection in A. Since A/I is an AF-algebra, there exists an increasing sequence of finite dimensional sub-C * -algebras
By the first part of the lemma, we have a sequence of * -homomorphisms, {φ k :
Definition 2.14.
We end this section by showing that the extension 0 → A(N) → A → A(∞) → 0 is a quasi-diagonal extension under mild assumptions on the fibers. This fact will be used repeatedly throughout the paper. Proposition 2.15. Let A be a separable C * -algebra over N such that each A(n) has real rank zero and A(∞) an AF-algebra. Then the extension
Proof. A functional calculus argument implies that every projection in q ∞ ({A(n)}) lifts to a projection in ℓ ∞ ({A(n)}). By Lemma 2.6, we have that
It is now clear that every projection in A(∞) lifts to a projection in A. By Lemma 2.13, there exists a sequence of finite dimensional sub-C * -algebras of A,
By the epimorphisms onto the direct summands π n : A → A(n) for n ∈ N, we get a * -homomorphism σ :
be an increasing approximate identity of projections in A(n) for each n ∈ N. By passing to subsequences we may assume that
is an approximate identity of projections in A(N). We claim that this is quasi-central in A. Identifying A with the pull-back A(∞) ⊕ τ ,ρ ℓ ∞ ({A(n)}), we see that if x ∈ A(N) and a ∈ A, then xa = xσ(a) and ax = σ(a)x. Let a ∈ A. We should show that lim m→∞ p m a − ap m = 0. Let ǫ > 0. For some large N we may pick x ∈ N k=1 B k and y ∈ A(N) such that
Hence, lim m→∞ p m a − ap m = 0.
Uniqueness Theorem
In this section, we show that two "full" N-equivariant * -homomorphisms from A to B are approximately unitarily equivalent provided that they agree on ideal-related K-theory with coefficient. Theorem 3.4 will be our key uniqueness result which allows us to use an approximate intertwining argument. We will also use Theorem 3.4 to lift isomorphisms between ideal-related K-theory with coefficient to a "full" N-equivariant * -homomorphism (see Theorem 4.7).
Definition 3.1. An element a in a C * -algebra A is said to be full if the ideal generated by a is A.
(1) Let A and B be tight C * -algebras over X. An X-equivariant * -homomorphism φ : A → B is said to be a full X-equivariant * -homomorphism if for all Y ∈ LC(X), we have that φ Y (a) is full in B(Y ) whenever a is full in A(Y ). (2) Let A and B be C * -algebras. A * -homomorphism φ : A → B is said to be full if for every nonzero a ∈ A, we have that φ(a) is full in B.
Definition 3.2. Let A and B be separable C * -algebras over X. Two X-equivariant * -homomorphisms φ, ψ : A → B are said to be approximately unitarily equivalent if there exists a sequence of unitaries
Definition 3.3. We will be interested in classes of C * -algebras C satisfying the following property: if A, B ∈ C and φ, ψ : A → B ⊗ K are full * -homomorphisms such that K(φ) = K(ψ), then for each non-zero projection e in A, there exists a sequence of partial isometries
, and lim
The class of simple AF-algebras and the class of separable, nuclear, purely infinite simple C * -algebras in the bootstrap category N satisfy the properties of Definition 3.3. This follows e.g. by [22, Theorem 2.6] .
Theorem 3.4. For each n ∈ N, let C n be a class of C * -algebras satisfying the properties of Definition 3.3. Let A 1 be a separable C * -algebra over N with real rank zero such that A 1 (∞) is an AF-algebra and A 1 (n) ∈ C n for each n ∈ N. Let A 2 be a separable C * -algebra over N such that A 2 is a stable C * -algebra, and A 2 (n) ∈ C n for each n ∈ N.
If φ, ψ : A 1 → A 2 are N-equivariant * -homomorphisms such that K(φ n ) = K(ψ n ) for all n ∈ N, φ n and ψ n are full * -homomorphisms, and for each projection e ∈ A 1 , we have that φ(e) and ψ(e) are Murray-von Neumann equivalent, then φ and ψ are approximately unitarily equivalent.
Proof. By Proposition 2.15, we have that 0
be an approximate identity consisting of projections of
Since A 1 (∞) is an AF-algebra and A 1 has real rank zero, by Lemma 2.13 there exists a sequence of finite dimensional sub-C * -algebras
Let ǫ > 0 and F be a finite subset of A 1 so that we should find a unitary u ∈ M(A 2 ) for which uφ(a)u * −ψ(a) < ǫ for all a ∈ F.
, we may assume that there exist m ∈ N and a finite subset G of A 1 (N) such that every element of F is of the form y 1 + y 2 where y 1 is a generator of B m and y 2 ∈ G. Since B m is a finite dimensional C * -algebra (hence semprojective),
for all x ∈ A 1 , and {e k } k∈N is an approximate identity for A 1 (N) consisting of projections, there exist k ∈ N, a finite dimensional sub-C * -algebra
, and there exists a finite subset H of e k A 1 (N)e k such that for all x ∈ F, there exist y 1 ∈ D and y 2 ∈ H
i,j=1 be a system of matrix units for M n ℓ . By assumption, φ(f ℓ 11 ) is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to ψ(f ℓ 11 ). Hence, there exists
Since e k is a projection in A 1 (N), we have that e k = n∈U e k,n for some finite subset U ⊆ N and e k,n = 0. Choose finite subsets H n of e k,n A 1 (n)e k,n such that H ⊆ n∈U H n .
Since φ and ψ are N-equivariant * -homomorphisms, we have that φ U = n∈U φ n and ψ U = n∈U ψ n . By assumption, we have that φ n , ψ n : A 1 (n) → A 2 (n) are full * -homomorphisms. Let β n be the inclusion of e k,n A 1 (n)e k,n into A 1 (n). Since K(φ n ) = K(ψ n ), we have that K(φ n • β n ) = K(ψ n • β n ). Since A 1 (n) and A 2 (n) are elements of C n , there exists a partial isometry v n ∈ A 2 (n) such that v * n v n = φ n (e k,n ), v n v * n = ψ n (e k,n ), and
It now follows that φ and ψ are approximately unitarily equivalent since A 1 is separable.
Existence Theorem
4.1. Asymptotic morphisms. In this section, we define equivariant E-theory as in [9] . From now on, let T = [0, ∞), C b (T, A) be the C * -algebra of all bounded continuous functions from T to A, and C 0 (T, A) be the C * -algebra of all continuous functions from T to A which vanish at ∞. Definition 4.1. Let A and B be C * -algebras. An asymptotic morphism from A to B is a map φ = (φ t ) t∈T : A → C b (T, B) such that the composition
is a * -homomorphism. Suppose A and B are C * -algebras over X. Recall, that ΣA = C 0 (R) ⊗ A.
Definition 4.2. Let X be a second countable sober space and let A and B be C * -algebras over X. Define
X and E 1 (X; A, B) = E 0 (X; A, ΣB).
Equipped with the Cuntz sum these sets are abelian groups.
Let X be totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space.
4.2.
Lifting isomorphisms of ideal-related K-theory with coefficients. The following lemma shows that two elements in E ( N, A, B) induce the same C( N, Z)-homomorphism provided that the induced elements in E(A(n), B(n)) are equal for all n ∈ N. Lemma 4.3. Let A and B be separable, nuclear C * -algebras over N and α, β ∈ E( N, A, B). Suppose that α n = β n in E(A(n), B(n)) for all n ∈ N. Then the C( N, Z)-homomorphisms K * (α) and K * (β) are equal.
Proof. Note that the diagram
is commutative, and the rows and columns are exact sequences. Since α n = β n for all n ∈ N, we have that α − β is in the image of the homomorphism from E( N, ι ∞ (A(∞)), B) to E ( N, A, B) . Let y be an element in E( N, ι ∞ (A(∞)), B) which is mapped to α − β.
Since ι N (A(N)) is a continuous C * -algebra over N, by [9, Theorem 5.4], we have that N (A(N) ), C) for any separable C * -algebra C over N. Let D be a C * -algebra. Then, by [23, Proposition 3.12] , N (A(N) ), Σι ∞ (B(∞))) = 0. This implies that the homomorphism from E( N, ι ∞ (A(∞)), ι ∞ (B(∞))) to E( N, A, ι ∞ (B(∞))) is an isomorphism. Since α ∞ = β ∞ , we have that y is in the image of the homomorphism from
Let z be a lifting of y. Note that Hom C( N,Z) (K * (ι ∞ (A(∞))), K * (ι N (B(N)))) = 0. Hence, K * (z) is zero which implies that the homomorphism on K-theory induced by y is zero. Therefore, K * (α) − K * (β) = 0. Lemma 4.4. Let A be a finite dimensional C * -algebra and let {B n } ∞ n=1 be a sequence of separable, stable C * -algebras such that each B n has weak cancellation. Suppose that φ, ψ : A → q ∞ ({B n }) are * -homomorphisms such that
(1) K 0 (φ) = K 0 (ψ); (2) for each nonzero projection p ∈ A, there exist a projection q = {q n } ∞ n=1 ∈ ℓ ∞ ({B n }) and an N ∈ N such that q n is full in B n for all n ≥ N and ρ(q) = φ(p); and (3) for each nonzero projection p ∈ A, there exist a projection q = {q n } ∞ n=1 ∈ ℓ ∞ ({B n }) and an N ∈ N such that q n is full in B n for all n ≥ N and ρ(q) = ψ(p).
Then there exist * -homomorphisms φ n , ψ n : A → B n such that ℓ ∞ ({ φ n }) and ℓ ∞ ({ ψ n }) are liftings of φ and ψ respectively and there exists a unitary u = {u n } ∞ n=1 in ℓ ∞ ({M(B n )}) such that u n φ n (a)u * n = ψ n (a) for all a ∈ A. Proof. By (2) we may assume that B n has a full projection for each n. Hence ℓ ∞ ({B n }) has an approximate identity of projection, since each B n is separable. Thus since each B n is stable, we have that
where the isomorphism is induced by the coordinate projections. Using this identification, the fact that A is finite dimensional, and assumptions (1), (2), (3), there exist * -homomorphisms φ, ψ : A → ℓ ∞ ({B n }) and there exists N ∈ N such that ρ • φ = φ, ρ • ψ = ψ, K 0 ( φ) = K 0 ( ψ), and for all n ≥ N and for every nonzero projection p ∈ A, we have that the nth coordinate of φ(p) and ψ(p) are full projections in B n .
Note that φ = ℓ ∞ ({ φ n }) and ψ = ℓ ∞ ({ ψ n }), where φ n , ψ n : A → B n are * -homomorphisms. By construction, for each nonzero projection p ∈ A, we have that φ n (p) and ψ n (p) are full projections in B n for all n ≥ N and
Let {e k ij } be a system of matrix units for M n(k) . Let n ≥ N . Since φ n (e k 11 ) and ψ n (e k 11 ) are full projections in B n , [ φ n (e k 11 )] = [ ψ n (e k 11 )], and B n is a stable C * -algebra with weak cancellation, we have that there exists v n,k ∈ B n such that v * n,k v n,k = φ n (e k 11 ) and v n,k v * n,k = ψ n (e k 11 ). Set
Then v n is a partial isometry in B n such that v * n v n = φ n (1 A ), v n v * n = ψ n (1 A ), and v n φ n (x)v * n = ψ n (x) for all x ∈ A. Since B n is a separable, stable C * -algebra, there exists a partial isometry w n ∈ M(B n ) such that w * n w n = 1 M(Bn) − φ n (1 A ) and w n w * n = 1 M(Bn) − ψ n (1 A ). Then u n = v n + w n is a unitary in M(B n ) such that Ad(u n ) • φ n = ψ n .
Set u n = 1 M(Bn) and redefining φ n = ψ n = 0 for 1 ≤ n < N , we get the desired result. 
It is now clear that (x ∞ , {x n } ∞ n=1 ) ∈ A(U ) is full if and only if x n = 0 for all n ∈ U .
Lemma 4.6. Let A be a continuous C * -algebra over N and let B be a tight C * -algebra over N. Suppose for each n ∈ N, there exist an injective * -homomorphism φ n : A(n) → B(n), a unitary u n ∈ M(B(n)), and there exists an injective * -homomorphism φ ∞ :
and τ A and τ B are the reduced Busby maps of A and B respectively. Then there exists an N-equivariant * -homomorphism ψ :
all n ∈ N and if a ∈ A with F = n ∈ N : π n (a) = 0 , then ψ(a) is full in B( N \ F ).
Proof. By Lemma 2.6 we may assume that
is precisely the pull-back relation, ψ : A → B by ψ((a, x)) = (φ ∞ (a), φ N (x)) is a well-defined * -homomorphism. A computation shows that ψ is N-equivariant since u n is a unitary. Let (a, x) ∈ A and let F = n ∈ N : π n (a, x) = 0 . Then U = N \ F is open by Lemma 2.8 and (a, x) ∈ A(U ). Since ψ is N-equivariant, ψ(a, x) ∈ B(U ). Since u is a unitary in ℓ ∞ ({M(B(n))}) and φ n is injective for each n ∈ N, we have that F = n ∈ N : π n (ψ(a, x)) = 0 . Therefore, by Lemma 4.5, ψ(a, x) is full in B(U ) since B is a tight C * -algebra over N. By the construction of ψ, we have that
We will use the following observation several times for the rest of the paper, without further mentioning: If A is a C * -algebra over N for which A(n) has real rank zero for each n ∈ N, then A has real rank zero. This follows since A(N) and A(∞) have real rank zero and the map K 0 (A) → K 0 (A(∞)) is surjective.
Recall that a Kirchberg algebra is a separable, nuclear, purely infinite simple C * -algebra. Let N be the bootstrap category defined in [27] .
Theorem 4.7. Let A and B be tight, stable C * -algebras over N. Suppose for each n ∈ N, that A(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N and that B(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N , and suppose that A(∞) and B(∞) are AF-algebras. N, A, B ) is invertible such that K 0 (γ n ) is an order isomorphism for all n ∈ N, then there exists a full N-equivariant * -homomorphism φ : A → B such that K(φ n ) = K(γ n ) for all n ∈ N and such that the C( N, Z)-homomorphisms K * (φ) and K * (γ) are equal.
If γ ∈ E(
Proof. Every AF-algebra and every Kirchberg algebra have stable weak cancellation, so by Proposition 2.12, A and B have weak cancellation. Since K 0 (C) + = K 0 (C) for any Kirchberg algebra C and K 0 (D) + = K 0 (D) for any non-zero AF-algebra D, we get for each n ∈ N that either A(n) and B(n) are both AF-algebras or both Kirchberg algebras. Therefore by the classification of AF-algebras [17] and the Kirchberg-Phillips classification ( [21] and [26] ), there exists a * -isomorphism φ n :
is an AF-algebra, there exists a sequence of finite dimensional sub-C * -algebras of A(∞), {F n } ∞ n=1 , such that
Then, for each k ∈ N, D k is a C * -algebra over N by [9, Lemma 2.24] , and there exist N-equivariant * -homomorphisms ι k :
is commutative with exact rows. Note that
Since A is a tight C * -algebra over N, we have that A is a continuous C * -algebra over N. Hence, by Lemma 2.5, D k is a continuous C * -algebra over N. Therefore, by Lemma 2.9 and since B is continuous, (2) and (3) of Lemma 4.4. Since each A(n) is separable, stable and has real rank zero,
where the isomorphisms are induced by the coordinate projections. Hence by Lemma 2.6, K 0 (τ A ), and similarly K 0 (τ B ), is exactly the map induced by the coordinate projections. Thus, since K * (γ) is a C( N, Z)-module homomorphism, we have that
By Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.6, there exists an N-equivariant * -homomorphism ψ k :
Moreover, by Lemma 4.6, ψ k has the property that for each p ∈ D k with U = N \ F where F = n ∈ N : π n (p) = 0 , we have that ψ k (p) is full in B(U ). By Lemma 4.3, the C( N, Z)-homomorphisms K * (ψ k ) and K * (γ) • K * (ι k ) are equal. Therefore, for each projection p ∈ D k , we have that ψ k (p) and ψ k+1 (λ k,k+1 (p)) generate the same ideal B(U ) for some U ∈ N and [ψ k (p)] = [ψ k+1 (λ k,k+1 (p))] in K 0 (B(U )). Thus, for each projection p ∈ D k , ψ k (p) and ψ k+1 (λ k,k+1 (p)) are Murray-von Neumann equivalent since B has stable weak cancellation by Proposition 2.12. Note also that E(( 
for all x ∈ H k . Hence, there exists a * -homomorphism ψ : A → B such that
for all x ∈ H k . Since ψ k and λ k,k+1 are N-equivariant * -homomorphisms, we have that ψ is an N-equivariant * -homomorphism by Lemma 2.4. By construction, ψ is a full Nequivariant * -homomorphism since for each x in D k with ι k (x) full in A(U ), we have that ψ k (x) is full in B(U ). Also, the C( N, Z)-homomorphisms, K * (ψ) and K * (γ) are equal and K(ψ n ) = K(γ n ) for all n ∈ N, by Lemma 4.3.
Classification using ideal-related K-theory with coefficient
In this section, we prove a classification result for tight C * -algebras over N whose fibers are AF-algebras or Kirchberg algebras in N using ideal-related K-theory with coefficient.
Lemma 5.1. Let A and B be C * -algebras over N and let α and β be C( N, Λ)-homomorphisms. Suppose that K 0 (A(∞)) is torsion-free, K 1 (A(∞)) is zero, and that the extension
is quasi-diagonal. If α n = β n for all n ∈ N and the C( N, Z)-homomorphisms, K * (α) and K * (β), are equal, then α = β.
Proof. Since α n = β n for all n ∈ N, for all U ⊆ N, we have that α U = β U . Let F be a finite subset of N and let U = N \ F . Set V = U \ {∞}. Note that the extension
induces the following commutative diagram where the rows and columns are exact sequences.
Since K 0 (A(∞)) is torsion-free and K 1 (A(∞)) is zero, we have that K 1 (A(∞); Z n ) = 0. Therefore, the homomorphism from
Since the extension
is quasi-diagonal, we have that the homomorphism from K 0 (A(U )) to K 0 (A(∞)) is surjective. Exactness of the bottom row and the fact that K 1 (A(∞)) = 0 implies that the homomorphism from
where z 1 is the image of y 1 under the homomorphism from K 0 (A(U )) to K 0 (A(U ); Z n ) and z 2 is the image of y 2 under the homomorphism from
Hence, α U = β U .
We are now ready to prove our first main classification result. In the case that all the fibers are Kirchberg algebras, by [9, Example 6.14], ideal-related K-theory without coefficient is not a complete invariant for classification. The result below shows that ideal-related Ktheory with coefficients is a complete invariant. Theorem 5.2. Let A and B be tight C * -algebras over N. Suppose for each n ∈ N, that A(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N and that B(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N .
Suppose that there exists a C( N, Λ)-isomorphism γ :
(1) If A and B are stable C * -algebras, then there exists an N-equivariant * -isomorphism φ : A → B such that the C( N, Λ)-isomorphisms K(φ) and γ are equal. Proof. We first prove (1) in the case that A(∞) is an AF-algebra. Note that B(∞) is an AF-algebra since K 0 (C) + = K 0 (C) for any Kirchberg algebra C and
By [9, Theorem 6.11], there exists an invertible element γ in E( N, A, B) lifting γ. By Theorem 4.7, there exist full N-equivariant * -homomorphisms λ : A → B and β : B → A such that K(λ n ) = γ n , K(β n ) = (γ −1 ) n for each n ∈ N, the C( N, Z)-isomorphisms K * (λ) and K * (γ) are equal, and the C( N, Z)-isomorphisms K * (β) and K * (γ −1 ) are equal.
By Proposition 2.12, A and B have stable weak cancellation. Since β • λ and id A are full N-equivariant * -homomorphisms, we have that for each a full in A(U ), the element (β • λ)(a) is full in A(U ). Let p be a projection in A. Then (β • λ)(p) and p generate the same ideal A(U ) for some U ∈ O( N). By construction,
Using Theorem 3.4 and an approximate intertwining argument, we get a * -isomorphism φ : A → B. By Lemma 2.4, we have that φ is an N-equivariant * -isomorphism. By construction, the C( N, Z)-isomorphisms K * (φ) and K * (γ) are equal and K(φ n ) = K(γ n ) for all n ∈ N. By Lemma 5.1, the C( N, Λ)-isomorphisms K(φ) and γ are equal. Thus, we have proved (1) for the case that A(∞) is an AF-algebra.
We now prove (1) for the case that A(∞) is a Kirchberg algebra. Note that there exists a full embedding ι from O 2 to A(∞) since A(∞) is a Kirchberg algebra. Let τ A : A(∞) → q ∞ ({A(n)}) be the reduce Busby map. Since O 2 is semiprojective, there exists N ∈ N, such that τ A •ι lifts to a homomorphism from O 2 to ∞ n=N A(n). Since the only * -homomorphism from a Kirchberg algebra to an AF-algebra is the zero homomorphism, by Lemma 2.6, we have that F = {n ∈ N : A(n) is an AF-algebra} is finite and a subset of N.
Arguing as above we have that B(∞) is a Kirchberg algebra. Hence,
is finite and subset of N. Since K * (A(n)) ∼ = K * (B(n)) as ordered groups, we have that
Note that A( N \ F ) and B( N \ F ) are tight C * -algebras over N \ F whose fibers are Kirchberg algebras in N . The result now follows from [9, Theorem 6.11 and 5.4], Kirchberg's classification of strongly purely infinite C * -algebras [21] , and Elliott's classification of AF-algebras [17] . Thus we have proved (1) for the case that A(∞) is a Kirchberg algebra.
Since A and B have stable weak cancellation, (2) now follows from (1) and [16, Theorem 3.2].
A Universal Coefficient Theorem
In this section we prove a universal coefficient theorem (UCT) for C * -algebras over N which allows us to improve our classification result. This will be be done using homological algebra in triangulated categories, as done by Ralf Meyer and Ryszard Nest in [24] . 6.1. On C( N, Z)-modules. In order to apply the results in [24] we need a good description of the projective modules and some results on when modules have projective dimension 1. Our first results will be done for the more general rings C(X, R) (the ring of locally constant functions from X to R) for any totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space X and discrete ring R.
Lemma 6.1. Let R be a discrete ring and X be a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space. If P is a projective (left or right) R-module and U is a clopen subset of X, then C(U, P ) is a projective (left or right) C(X, R)-module.
Proof. Since P is R-projective there is an R-module Q and an index set I such that P ⊕Q ∼ = I R. It is easily verified that
as C(X, R)-modules. Since I C(X, R) is a free C(X, R)-module, it follows that C(U, P ) is projective.
Lemma 6.2. Let R be a discrete ring and X be a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space. Then any finitely generated right (resp. left) ideal J in C(X, R) is of the form n j=1 C(U j , I j ) where U 1 , . . . , U n is a clopen partition in X and each I j is a finitely generated right (resp. left) ideal of R.
Proof. We only prove the right ideal case, since the left ideal case is exactly the same. Let f 1 , . . . , f m ∈ C(X, R) be generators of J. We may find a clopen partition U 1 , . . . , U n such that each f k is constant on U j for each j. Hence it makes sense to say that f k (U j ) are elements of R. Define I j = f 1 (U j )R + · · · + f m (U j )R for each j, which are finitely generated right ideals in R. We get that
Recall, that a ring R is called left (resp. right) semihereditary if every finitely generated left (resp. right) ideal is a projective left (resp. right) R-module. Proposition 6.3. Let R be a discrete (left or right) semihereditary ring, and X be a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space. Any projective (left or right) C(X, R)-module is isomorphic to a direct sum of modules of the form C(U, I) where U is a clopen subset of X and I is a finitely generated ideal in R.
Proof. By Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, C(X, R) is (left or right) semihereditary. By [1] , any projective C(X, R)-module is a direct sum of finitely generated ideals in C(X, R). The result now follows from Lemma 6.2.
Corollary 6.4. Any countably generated projective C(X, Z)-module is isomorphic to a countable direct sum of modules of the form C(U, Z) where U is a clopen subset of X.
Proof. The ring of integers is semihereditary. The countability criterion follows since an uncountable direct sum of non-zero modules can not be countably generated.
Lemma 6.5. Let {M n , φ n,n+1 } be a directed system of projective (left or right) modules over a ring R. Then lim − → (M n , φ n,n+1 ) has projective dimension at most 1.
Proof. Define ψ :
. A computation shows that id −ψ is injective. Therefore,
is a projective resolution of length 1 for coker(id −ψ). Since coker(id −ψ) ∼ = lim − → (M n , φ n,n+1 ), the lemma follows.
We now restrict our attention to the ring C( N, Z). Given a C( N, Z)-module M , let M n (for n ∈ N) be the direct summand generated by cutting down the module with the characteristic function on {n} ⊆ N. Then n∈N M n is a submodule of M and we denote the quotient by M ∞ .
In particular, suppose A is a C * -algebra over N. (N) ) naturally, and the map K i (A(N)) → K i (A) is induced by the coordinate inclusions, and is thus injective, it follows that
Proposition 6.6. Let M be a countably generated C( N, Z)-module. If M ∞ is torsion-free as an abelian group then M has projective dimension less than 1.
Proof. For any n ∈ N, the module M n has projective dimension less than 1. To see this, let 0 → P 1 → P 0 → M n → 0 be a length 1 projective resolution of the abelian groups for M n . Then the induced sequence 0 → C({n}, P 1 ) → C({n}, P 0 ) → M n → 0 is a C( N, Z)-projective resolution of length 1. Hence the module n∈N M n has projective dimension less than 1.
Since M is countably generated, so is the abelian group M ∞ . Hence M ∞ can be written as an inductive limit of a system of finitely generated free abelian groups, say 
The direct limit of the system is easily seen to be M ∞ . Since Z Nn ⊗ Z C([n, ∞], Z) is isomorphic to a direct sum of modules C([n, ∞], Z) which are projective by Lemma 6.1, M ∞ is an inductive limit of projective modules, and by Lemma 6.5, has projective resolution of length less than 1. Now M is an extension of M ∞ by n∈N M n , where M ∞ has projective dimension less than 1. Since n∈N M n has projective dimension less than 1 it follows easily from the horseshoe lemma (see e.g. [28, Lemma 2.2.8]), that M has projective dimension less than 1.
6.2. The UCT. Let E(X) denote the E(X)-theory category with objects being separable C * -algebras over X and morphisms from A to B being the elements of E 0 (X; A, B). It is proven in [9] that E(X) is a triangulated category with exact triangles isomorphic to diagrams arising from extensions of C * -algebras over X. Definition 6.7. We define the (classical) E-theoretic bootstrap class B E to be the ℵ 0 -localising subcategory of E generated by C.
We define the E(X)-theoretic bootstrap class B E (X) to be the full subcategory of E(X) of objects A such that A(U ) is an object of B E for any open subset U of X.
The above definition is made in [9] for any second countable, sober space X, but we will only be considering the case where X is a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space. We will prove the following. Theorem 6.8. Let X be a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space, and let A be an object of B E (X). If K * (A) has C(X, Z)-projective dimension 1, then for any separable C * -algebra B over X there is a short exact sequence
which is natural in both variables.
The main part of the proof of the above theorem is contained in Proposition 6.9 below. We refer the reader to [24] for the relevant definition.
We will consider the K-theory as a covariant functor
denotes the category of countably generated Z 2 -graded C(X, Z)-modules with evenly graded morphisms. This category is stable with suspension automorphism functor Σ which interchanges the Z 2 -grading. Proposition 6.9. Let X be a totally disconnected, metrizable, compact space and let I = ker K * . Then E(X) has enough I-projective objects and K * : E(X) → Mod Proof. We will use [24, Proposition 3.39 and Remark 3.42]. Note that K * : E(X) → Mod
is clearly an I-exact, stable, homological functor, and Mod
is a stable, abelian category with enough projective objects.
Let U ⊆ X be clopen. Any homomorphism of C(X, Z)-modules C(U, Z) → M is uniquely defined by an element in M δ U , where δ U is the characteristic function on U . Hence if B is a C * -algebra over X, then
for j = 0, 1, where the last (natural) isomorphism follows from [9, Lemma 2.30]. By Corollary 6.4, it follows that any Z 2 -graded projective C(X, Z)-module P is of the form
where each U i and U j are clopen subsets of X and I and J are countable index sets. For any such projective module and any C * -algebra B over X we get that
by countable additivity in the first variable of the E(X) bifunctor. Hence there is a partially defined left adjoint K † * of K * , which is defined on the full subcategory of projective modules. Obviously K * • K † * (P ) ∼ = P for any countably generated Z 2 -graded projective C(X, Z)-module P , and thus it follows from [24, Proposition 3.39 and Remark 3.42] that K * is the universal I-exact stable homological functor.
Proof of Theorem 6.8. By Proposition 6.9 and [24, Theorems 3.41 and 4.4] it suffices to show that any C * -algebra A over X in B E (X) is in the localising subcategory generated by the I-projective objects. To see this, note that a simple bootstrapping argument implies that E(X; A, B) = 0 for every I-contractible B if and only if A is in the localising subcategory in E(X) generated by I-projective objects. From [9, Propositions 6.10 and 6.5] we get that A is E(X)-equivalent to a direct limit of C * -algebras over X of the form n j=1 C(U j , A k ) where U 1 , . . . , U n is a clopen partition of X and each A k is in B E with finitely generated K-theory. But since these are obviously in the localising subcategory generated by the I-projective objects, and this is closed under taking direct limits, the result follows. Corollary 6.10. Let A and B be separable C * -algebras over N where A is an object of the bootstrap class B E ( N). If K * (A(∞)) is torsion-free then there is a short exact sequence 0 → Ext C( N,Z) (K * (A), K * +1 (B)) → E( N; A, B) → Hom C( N,Z) (K * (A), K * (B)) → 0 which is natural in both variables. Moreover, if B is also an object of B E ( N) for which K * (B(∞)) is torsion-free, then the short exact sequence splits (unnaturally).
Proof. It follows from Proposition 6.6 that K * (A) has projective dimension less than 1, and thus the existence of such a UCT follows from Theorem 6.8. By using the same method as when proving that the classical UCT is split [27] , it suffices to show that A (and similarly B) is E( N)-equivalent to a direct sum A 0 ⊕ A 1 where K 1−i (A i ) = 0. Let P 1 → P 0 → K * (A) be a length 1 projective resolution. Since P i ∼ = (P i 0 , 0) ⊕ (0, P i 1 ) naturally, we obtain two projective resolutions Σ i (P 1 i , 0) → Σ i (P 0 i , 0) → Σ i (K i (A), 0) for i = 0, 1. We may lift the maps Σ i (P 1 i , 0) → Σ i (P 0 i , 0) for i = 0, 1, by using K † * , to morphisms
. Embed these in exact triangles ΣA i → Q 1 i → Q 0 i → A i . By construction K * (A 0 ) = (K 0 (A), 0) and K * (A 1 ) = (0, K 1 (A)). Thus K * (A 0 ⊕ A 1 ) ∼ = K * (A) and since both A 0 ⊕ A 1 and A satisfy the above UCT, naturality of the UCT and the five lemma implies that the algebras are E( N)-equivalent.
7. Classification using ideal-related K-theory and application for graph C * -algebras
In this section, we use the universal coefficient theorem established in Section 6 (Corollary 6.10) and Theorem 7.1, to prove a classification result using ideal-related K-theory for tight C * -algebras over N whose fibers are AF-algebras or Kirchberg algebras in N and the K-theory of the ∞ fiber is torsion-free. We then apply our result to graph C * -algebras with primitive ideal space N.
Theorem 7.1. Let A and B be tight C * -algebras over N. Suppose for each n ∈ N, that A(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N and that B(n) is an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N , and suppose that K 0 (A(∞)) and K 1 (A(∞)) are torsion-free abelian groups.
Suppose that there exists a C( N, Z)-isomorphism γ : K * (A) → K * (B) such that K 0 (γ n ) is an order isomorphism for all n ∈ N.
(1) If A and B are stable C * -algebras, then there exists an N-equivariant * -isomorphism φ : A → B such that the C( N, Z)-isomorphisms K * (φ) and K * (γ) are equal. In every known classification theorem for graph C * -algebras, it is always assumed that there are finitely many gauge-invariant ideals. It turns out that we may use Theorem 7.1 to classify graph C * -algebras with infinitely many gauge-invariant ideals. This is due to the fact that graph C * -algebras that are tight over N has a special form covered by Theorem 7.1. This was proved in [20] . For the definition of graph C * -algebras, see [19] . Theorem 7.2. Let A and B be graph C * -algebras that are tight C * -algebras over N.
(1) If there exists a C( N, Λ)-isomorphism γ :
is an order isomorphism for each n ∈ N, then there exists an N-equivariant * -isomorphism φ : A ⊗ K → B ⊗ K such that the C( N, Λ)-isomorphisms K(φ) and γ are equal. is an order isomorphism for each n ∈ N, then there exists an N-equivariant * -isomorphism φ : A ⊗ K → B ⊗ K such that the C( N, Z)-isomorphisms K * (φ) and γ are equal.
Proof. Since A is a graph C * -algebra and A(n) is simple, we have that A(n) is either an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N for all n ∈ N. By [20, Remark 4], we have that A(∞) is an AF-algebra. Similarly, B(n) is either an AF-algebra or a Kirchberg algebra in N for all n ∈ N and B(∞) is an AF-algebra. (1) now follows from Theorem 7.1 and (2) follows from Theorem 7.1.
If A is a graph C * -algebra that is a tight C * -algebra over N, then it is necessarily nonunital since every unital graph C * -algebra with real rank zero has finitely many ideals. Theorem 7.2 gives a strong stable classification theorem. The question of what additional information is needed to get a strong classification theorem for non-stable graph C * -algebras that are tight C * -algebras over N remains open.
